Project Works to be given for GDGPS, Patna
Class-2
Pick up your magnifying glass and step outside for a nature walk. Check out the
flora and the fauna and jot down your findings through drawings and sketches!
You would even collect leaves and flowers, dry them and paste them in your
scrap book!
Class-3
1.
2.
3.

Make a bird bath with some suitable old container. Put fresh water
in it. Watch out for the birds that come, and take their pictures.
Help your Mom/ Dad save water. Make sure that taps are closed.
Check if the kitchen water can be used for watering plants.
Adopt a plant/tree in the neighbourhood. Watering & caring for
that is your responsibility. Watch how the plant or tree changes
every day.

Class-4
1.

Read any newspaper for at least 10 days and collect the weather report.

2. Visit a local zoo whenever possible and note down the safety
measures taken by them for the upkeep of the animals.
3. Watch videos on—
a) Deforestation- cutting of trees
b) Water Scarcity
c) Why Plastic is a problem for all of us?
Class-5 (Project Work)
Play some fun games with your friends to improve your vocabulary like thisExamples:
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Do you Know Your Country Well?
1) Learn about India’s Freedom Struggle.
Take out time for a) Movies about the freedom movement(Gandhi, Bhagat Singh , Lagaan, etc. )
b) Reading News Clippings about the Freedom Struggle, Andolans , Salt March ,
Gandhiji’s Satyagrahas , Pt Jawaharlal’s speech on 15th August 1947 ,
etc.
c) Videos on Jallianwalla Bagh Massacre , Mutiny of Sepoys/ First War of
Independence , Civil Disobedience , Mangal Pandey , Chauri Chaura
Incident ,etc.
2) Google search and view videos , on
World Water Day – celebrated on 22 March every Year.
Class-6
1. Find out the names and information about any 4 famous bridges all over the
world -for example----The famous London Bridge
2. Also find information about the Living Root Bridge in Meghalaya, India.
Present the pictures and information in the form of picture postcard sand
pastes them in your Geography note books.
IMPORTANT—In all you need to prepare 5 post cards, with only 3-4 lines on each bridge
including one most special feature of that bridge. Neatness and aesthetic presentation will be
appreciated.
Class-7
Here’s your chance to do some research and make an interesting list. Choose only one of the
options given below: Print or type your list in bold and present it on a standard A3 sheet with an
interesting and relevant picture or illustration.
(a) Ten Most haunted places in India
(b) Ten Most famous Horror stories of the World.
(c) Ten best fantasy / horror movies of all time.
(d) Ten most famous mysteries of the world. (unexplained phenomenon like the Bermuda
Triangle)
Class-8
After reading the story ‘Name changer’ on page 106, we learn to appreciate the Secular nature
of our country. Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, Christians, Jains and other religious and cultural groups
live in harmony in India. Write a short article of about 2 pages in your Grammar notebook on
this wonderful concept of unity in diversity. Write an original article using your observations,
experiences and views. Provide the title: ‘Accepting one’s Identity: Being Indian.’

